Measurements
Female
Height -high heel
Height- low heel
Bust
Waist
Hips
Shoe size
Heel height high
Heel height low
Sitter
Seat height
Male
Height
Chest
Waist
Hips
Inside leg
Shoe size
Heel allowance

HAR01 Female - high heel

HAR02 Female - high heel

HAR03 Female - low heel

HAR04 Female - low heel

HAR05 Female sitter
High heel option only

HAR06 Male

(cm)

183
175
87
64
85
5 /38
9
1

46

185
97
75
95
80
9 /43
2

HAR07 Female - headless
Available high or low heel

HAR08 Male - headless

HAR14 Female bust form
Available with or without arms

HAR15 Male bust form
Available with or without arms

The HARLEQUIN is an ingenious morph of mannequin and
bust form originally created by proportion > london during the
1980s: Our design team have brought this original concept right
up to date with newly sculpted body shapes. HARLEQUIN unites
fibreglass, papier-mâché and beautiful wood in a stunning range of
versatile male and female figure options.
At once classic and contemporary, HARLEQUIN figures are
available in a number of different finishes, enabling each client to
style them according to their own brand image.
For lovers of bust forms, we can upholster HARLEQUIN figures
in timeless cream calico, which can be vintage stained or finished
in our brand new gesso effect. We also offer an extensive selection
of fabrics to choose from, or can work with client-supplied fabric
to obtain your desired look.
For those who prefer a fibreglass mannequin, HARLEQUIN
provides an ideal base for either one colour spray finishes (to
the client’s exact specification) or more realistic skin tones, with
makeup and wigs. Our own make-up and hair technicians are onhand to deliver the perfect finishing touches with an authentic
artisan feel.
Offering a fantastic choice in both pose and figure options, every figure
in this collection is carefully created by highly skilled craftspeople
at our North-East London production site, affording clients every
opportunity to customise each piece, which makes HARLEQUIN
the first and last word in bespoke visual merchandising.
HAR09 Fibreglass female
High or low heel option

HAR10 Fibreglass sitter
High heel option only

HAR11 Fibreglass male

HAR12 3Q Female

HAR13 3Q Male

Make-up & wig:
Retro female

Make-up & wig:
Shadow female

Make-up & wig:
Manga

Make-up & wig:
Retro male

Make-up & wig:
Shadow male

No feature face

Doughnut neck/antique
finial

Flat wooden neck

Upholstered head

Studded contour finish

Gesso effect
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